Waffle Method for optimizing cryo-FIB-milling
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Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) allows researchers to directly observe proteins and subcellular structures in their native 3D cellular contexts at nanometer and sub-nanometer resolution. This technology can reveal cellular phenotypes and complete inner workings of cells in natural and perturbed conditions. The highest resolution 3D \textit{in situ} structural method is to prepare cells by cryo-focused ion beam milling/scanning electron microscope (cryo-FIB/SEM) (Figure 1a-c) followed by cryo-ET collection. Cryo-FIB/SEM sample preparation entails identifying regions of interest by 3D (cryo-)light microscopy (LM) within the bulk sample, slicing out thin cross-sections called a lamellae, and performing cryo-ET. Individual objects of interest are directly observable in tomograms and repeated objects can be computationally solved at higher resolution. However, two major issues prevent visual proteomics of cell interiors by cryo-ET from becoming routinely accessible. First, sample preparation and data collection are low throughput and error prone. Second, object identification in crowded 3D cellular interiors remains a critical bottleneck.

To increase sample preparation and collection throughput, we recently developed the Waffle Method, which allows large numbers of small suspension cells to be simultaneously prepared by cryo-FIB/SEM and collected by cryo-ET at nanometer-resolution in 3D (Figure 1d-i). The Waffle Method produces lamellae tens of microns across (Figure 1f), compared to only a few microns for conventionally-prepared lamellae (Figure 1b,c), an order of magnitude throughput increase. To accomplish this, sample is applied in bulk to the cryo-EM grid and high-pressure frozen before a layer of platinum is applied and the grid is milled. First, trenches perpendicular to the grid are milled into the large slab of sample in each square of interest, leaving a ~30 micron chink of sample between each set of trenches (Figure 1e). The grid is then tilted for shallow-angle milling and milled carefully with the leading edge of the FIB-beam always contacting the platinum first to minimize curtaining. Partway through milling, a specially-designed notch is cut through one side of the lamella to allow for grid flexibility and lamella stability, which substantially increases lamellae survivability. Finally, lamella fine milling and polishing is performed. Lamellae may be milled in parallel to avoid cross-contamination.

We find that the Waffle Method generally solves the following problems compared to conventional cryo-FIB/SEM milling: any issues with specimen preferred orientation are resolved, low milling throughput due to specimen size or concentration are resolved, and specimen vitrification issues are resolved. We envision that the Waffle Method may become a way of performing cryo-liftout on the grid, particularly for tissue specimens, due to the reduced technical and equipment requirements, and that it may become automated due to all operations being performed on a single grid.
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Figure 1. Example showing how the Waffle Method applied to small suspension cells significantly improves cryo-FIB/SEM throughput and solves preferred orientation issues. (a-c) Small cells milled by conventional cryo-FIB/SEM. The cells are individually-milled due to low concentration, leading to low throughput and only one orientation. (a) FIB image of cells in a cryo-EM grid square. (b) SEM image of an individually-milled cell (~1.5 x 3 μm). (c) FIB image of several individually-milled cells. (d-i) Small cells prepared using the Waffle Method. (d) SEM image of a Waffle Method grid at low-magnification showing the whole grid. (e) SEM image of a Waffle Method grid with several trenches prepared. (f) SEM image of a completed Waffle Method lamella (~30 x 20 μm) showing dozens of cell cross-sections. (g) A low-magnification TEM image of a Waffle Method lamella alongside a schematic diagram of a spore with the high-magnification cryo-ET collection area approximated (green outlined cross-section). Below is a slice-through of the high-magnification, denoised tomogram with arrows showing axial views of the polar tube in the spore (green arrows). The polar tube in the schematic diagram is colored dark blue. (h) A low-magnification TEM image of a Waffle Method lamella alongside a schematic diagram of a spore with the high-magnification cryo-ET collection area approximated (orange outlined cross-section). The spore cross-section is roughly orthogonal to the spore in (g), as the diagrams show. Below is a slice-through of the high-magnification, denoised tomogram with arrows showing side views of the polar tube in the spore (orange arrows). (i) The dotted black line insets in (e) and (f) magnified by 4x highlighting the ~2.5 nm features on the second cylindrical layer of the polar tubes (white arrows).
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